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Trivia Tube 2002 Final Results
Rank Team Name

Points

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Sigma Phi Nothing
Animal House
Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women
Loose Meat Sandwiches
Voodoo Dolls
Stefan's Dream: America's Dream
WWSD: What Would Scooby Doo?
Panties Waaay Too Tight
Society for Creative Anarchism
College DJs Suck SPAM
Pull-Start Diesel
Non Essential Government Workers
Gonads and Strife
Trouble Among the Cheerleaders
Vandalay Industries
Hotcheese
A Few Screws Loose
Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies
Some Assembly Required
ET Drops the Soap Opera
Horny Rhinos
Carp on a Stick

13810
13620
13495
13360
13060
12535
11770
11765
11560
11490
11465
11435
11370
10915
10870
10785
10535
10525
10285
10150
10110
10100

23
24
25
26
27
28
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9835
9700
9555
9520
9425

29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Redneck Zombie Mofos
Super Heroes In Training
Intimate Tupperware Party
Cuban Reefer Pirates
LDE (Last Ditch Effort)
DVE VTR BNC EFX VHF XLR UHF
The Weak And The Sick(T.W.A.T.S)
The House of Insanity
Rich Corinthian Leather
More Useless Students in Colege
Zoophillia
Captain Cocktail and the Shrimp Shack Shooters
Hugh Beaumont
Please, No More Poetry!
Strangers on my Couch
Shake the Paw of Destiny
The Ferocious Goats
Mr. Zero

9320
9300
9200
9175
9170
8960

8690
8590
8560
8520
8430
8410
8175

Trivia Tube 2002 Final Results
Rank Team Name

Points

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

8125
7790
7310
7195
7130
6805
6670
6595
6570
6290
6095
6085
5850
5810
5570
5325
4900
4745
4560
4515
4475
4365
4190
3810
3690
2460
2405
1820
1725

Crouching Penguin, Hidden Frog
Pink & Noid's Evil Empire
Winona Ryder Stole Our Team Name
24 Buttcheeks Pointed At You!
Phreaks & Geeks in Tube Tops
Tofu Is People!
Monkey Love w / TK in P
Win a Shower With Jesus
Pigs R' Us
Digital Dungeon Dwellers
Big Dwarf Rodeo
10,000 Mega Hertz of Power
Southern MN Dungeon Dwellers
Upward Thrust
DA Fillet Show
Slow Children at Play
My Mega Hurtz
Cot's Books Cain't Read'em
Running with Scissors
Busket of Apples
Habitate for Insanity
Who's Jebus
Operation Latte Thunder
Illegitimate Ore Babies
Proof Not For Reproduction
Worst Episode Ever
Bunt Lake Jays
The Great Vowel Shift
Labyrinth Dwellers

KVSC 88.1FM's Trivia Historv

Year

Theme

2002

Trivia Tube

Wln■ar
Sigma Phi Nothing

2001

Night of the Living Trivia

Animal House

69

2000

T2KAOS
Trivia 2000

Learned Pigs and
Fireproof Women

58

1999

Trivia Renaissance

Learned Pigs and
Fireproof Women

50

#BITaam
69

1998

Trivia Sells Out

Those Meddlin' Kids

57

1997

The T-Files

Animal House

48

1996

Trivia Fair

GDI

41

1995

Dial T for Trivia

GDI

41

1994

Hotel Trivia

11 Who Care
2 Bonzai 4 Passolt

34

1993

Trivia Trek

Sigma Phi Nothing

34

1992

Magical Trivia Tour

GDI

30

1991

Triviaville

GDI

32

1990

Trivia Attack

GDI

28

1989

Trivia Blizzard

Animal House

25

1988

Mission: Trivia

Ultra Voilet Catastrophe

25

1987

Trivia Getaway

Know Nothings

20

1986

Trivia Zone

Animal House

21

1985

In Pursuit of Trivia

Gang of Four

?

1984

Trivia Olympics

Phil + the Blanks

?

1983

E.T. Trivia
(Extraterrestrial Trivia)

Squaw Chasers

42

1982

Trivia Weekend

Phil + the Blanks

33

1981

"Trivia Contest"

Shoemaker Victory

26

1980

"Trivia Contest"

Holes Hall Playboys

50

Hour 1

(5:00 PM)

15 pts

AUDISK #2588 - (Audio Trivia) St. Cloud State University earned some bragging rights last year. The Men' s Husky
hockey team won a coveted trophy in the W-C-H-A Final Five tournament in a suspense-filled game. Please tell us the
name of the trophy .... and who scored the winning goal in overtime to help the Huskies earn those bragging rights?
49 of69
- Broadmoor Trophy (award)
- Derek Eastman (player)
15 pts During the baseball preseason last year, what kind of bird was Randy Johnson's least favorite?
48 of69
- dove
20 pts What is the maiden name of Lilly Hochberg, founder of the Lillian Vernon catalog?
36 of69
- Menasche
40 pts
BET (Black Entertainment Television) debuted in 1980 playing music videos. Please give us the first video they played.
22 of69
(by Michael Jackson}
- "Rock With You"
20 pts Who was appointed Britain's Poet Laureate in 1913?
57 of69
- Robert Bridges
80 pts A 1985 episode of the TV show "Moonlighting" was filmed in black and white. Please give us the title of the episode
and the first and last name of the cinematographer?
36 of69
- "The Dream Sequence Always Rings Twice"
- Gerald Finnerman
30 pts The Los Angeles-based National Socialist League, which calls itself the official organization ofNazi homosexuals has
an official publication. Name it.
24 of69
-Kamp:fruf
40 pts You're in the process of building a house and the plans call for your lumber to be "SD" What does "SD" stand for?
14 of69
- Seasoned
10 pts How many sheets are in a standard ream of paper?
64 of69
-500

Hour2

(6:00 PM)

50 pts In Marvel Comics, one of Captain Marvel's nemeses also derived his powers from the initials in his name, with each
initial representing a person. Please give us the name of this nemesis and the four personas he called upon?
27 of69
- IBAC (the character' s name)
- (I) = Ivan (the Terrible)
- (B) = Borgia (the Poisoner)
- (A) = Attilia (the Hun)
- (C) = Caligula (the Emperor)
IO pts Name the only city in Minnesota that begins with the letter Q.
50 of69
-Quamba
20 pts What is the claim to fame of Boston Brave second baseman Andy Leonard?
22 of69
- 9 errors in a game (1876)
40 pts What big band bandleader played an experimental concert for monkeys at the Philadelphia Zoo the 1940s?
31 of69
- Tommy Dorsey
20 pts Leonard Euler's groundbreaking work in the topology of networks was inspired by what mathematics problem?
42 of69
- The Seven Bridges of Konigsberg
150 pts In January 1985, "The Today Show" celebrated it' s thirty-third anniversary by giving a trivia quiz. One of the questions
read on-air was "During the days when Today had windows on forty-ninth street, a man dressed as a gorilla held up a
sign that read Tm J. Fred Muggs Long Lost Brother.' What did the signs flip side read?"
I of69
- "tonight watch King Kong on Channel 9"
20 pts Blossom Rock, who played Grandmama on TV' s "Addams Family" came from a family with more than one famous
actress. What was Blossom Rock' s real name and who was her famous actress sister.
17 of69
- Blossom Rock
- Jeanette McDonald
65 pts (Visual Trivia #10) Please give us the name of this painting?
40 of69
- "Barefoot Boy"
15 pts Who are the only two mammals mentioned in the story "Chicken Little?"
34 of69
-Foxy Loxy
-king

Hour3

(7:00 PM)

40 pts Where does one go if they want to further advance their career at Taco Johns?
32 of69
-Taco Tech
(The School of Applied Burrito Arts)
10 pts The official designation given to this vehicle was "truck, 4 by 4, one quarter ton, General Purpose." This vehicle' s
common name was also a character on an early "Popeye" comic strip. What name are we looking for?
54 of69
-Jeep
20 pts What was the first and last name of the thief who was caught with a crown, one scepter and the orb from Britain's
Crown Jewels in 1671?
56 of69
- (Colonel) Thomas Blood
40 pts What was the title ofa 1955 NBC "Matinee Theatre" program about the misadventures ofa baseball-loving Soviet
citizen who defects to the United States in order to play for the Cincinnati Reds?
24 of69
.- "O ' Toole From Moscow"
20 pts Multiply Minnesota Twin Tom Brunansky' s (Brew-nan-ski) homerun total in 1983 times the atomic number of the
element Tungsten and give us the answer.
61 of69
- 2072 (28 X 74)
80 pts Please tell us the name of the moving van that pulls up in front of"The Jefferson's" de-luxe apartment in the sky.
3 of69
- Olympic Van & Storage
20 pts What radio station currently employs KVSC alum, Kyle Smith?
54 of69
- WYEP (Pittsburgh)
30 pts On "Newhart", what monetary trait seperated Larry from his brothers? Be specific.
15 of69
- He kept a quarter in his ear.

IO pts AUDISK #2113 - (Audio Trivia) What animal is associated with this sound?
57 of69
cow (cowbell)

Hour4

(8:00 PM)

80 pts Please give us the two acts that were scheduled to headline the Sept. 22, 2001 Minnesota Northwoods Opry, held at
Camp Ripley, MN.
7of69
- Stonewall Jackson
- Alan Godage & Sundown
15 pts Arthur's dog, now known as Pal, was originally named what?
1 of69
- Killer
20 pts In 1974, what band opened their own studio in London, the first in Britain designed for quadraphonic recording?
45 of6~
- The Moody Blues
40 pts Name the two hosts of the St. Cloud public access show "In Your City".
7of69
- Steve Barres
-Dan Milner
20 pts What play won the Tony award in 1975?
54 of69
- "Equus"
70 pts AUDISK #2103 - (Audio Trivia) Name the Song and the Artist
26 of69
- 'That Swingin' Manger" (song)
- (Mr.) Bob Francis (artist)
20 pts In the book "The Nero Wolfe Cookbook", how much brandy is called for in the recipe for the "New York City Real Nero
Wolfe Trout Deal"?
34 of69
- 2 tablespoons
30 pts
Please give us the first and last name of any one of the three St. Cloud River Bats Batboys from the team's 200 I poster.
27 of69
- Nick Sutherland
- Nie Paquin
- Zach Boettcher

IO pts What area of the hockey rink is referred to as the "sin bin"?
66 of69
- penalty box

Hour5

(9:00 PM)

75 pts (Visual Trivia #4) What musical group is this and what album cover is this picture from?
14 of69
- The Playmates
"At Play with the Playmates"
10 pts What popular gambling game uses the slang tenn "Little Phoebe" when rolling a five on the dice?
66 of69
- Craps
20 pts After talcing 17 years to build, the Brooklyn Bridge opened in 1883. How many cubic yards of masonry did it
contain?
59 of69
-85,159
40 pts Lots of rock stars went to art school. Please give us the names of the art schools Jeff Beck, John Lennon, and David
Byrne attended.
50 of69
- Wimbledon Art College (Jeff Beck)
- Liverpool College of Art (John Lennon)
- Rhode Island School of Design (David Byrne)
20 pts (VISUAL TRIVIA #5) What "Tech TV" personality's name is found in this picture?
42 of69
- Morgan Webb
90 pts Who played television character Ronny Guestsetter?
60 of69

(on-air spell Ronny Guestsetter)

- Bill Murray
(Ronny was a date of Connie on the"Saturday Night Live" skit "The Coneheads")
45 pts In the early 1970's, Quaker cereal had two characters that held an election to determine what cereal was the consumers
favorite, which actually was a natural conclusion to these two characters bickering on who had the best cereal. What were
the names of the two characters?
50 of69
- Quisp & Quake (actually that was also the name of the cereals)
35 pts AUDISK #2107 (Audio Trivia) Who is conducting the band in this recording ofthe"Hogan's Heroes" theme?
35 of69
- Robert Crane OR Bob Crane
15 pts Who was the Demon Barber of Fleet Street?
63 of69
- Sweeney Todd

Hour6

(10:00 PM)

80 pts Who was the coach of Jamaica's national cricket team from 1955-1963? First and last name please.
19 of69
- George (Alphonso) Headley
10 pts How many monkeys are in a brand new Milton Bradley "Barrel of Monkeys" game?
58 of69
- 12 (twelve)
20 pts To whom did Bob Dorough dedicate the Schoolhouse Rock song, "Little Twelvetoes"?
22 of69
- The Duodecimal Society of America and to the world.
3 5 pts Please give us the first and last name of the inventor of the shopping cart.
60of69
- Sylvan Goldman (1936)
20 pts Please give us movie star Samuel L. Jackson's golf handicap last year.
54 of69
- 7 (seven)
150pts In the early 1960' s, the body ofa sports car was manufactured in Sauk Centre, Minnesota. Fewer than 100 of these
vehicles were built. Please give us the name of this car.
14 of69

- Astra
35 pts AUDISK #2109 - (Audio Trivia) This news clip is from the funeral of what dignitary?
40of69
- King George the Fifth
45 pts What pioneer in communications was also a portrait artist? Hint - included in his works was a portrait of President
James Monroe.
61 of69
- Samuel (BF) Morse
10 pts What current male dirty pop group found their way on toy shelves as marionette puppets?
66 of69
-NSYNC

Hour7

(11:00 PM)

60 pts On September 20th, 1964, The Beatles appeared at New York's Paramount Theater along with what other act?
49 of69
- Steve Lawrence & Eydie Gorme
10 pts Popeye' s corpulent nemesis has gone by two names one is Brutus what is the other?
62 of69
-Bluto
20 pts What's the name of the dog on "The Brady Bunch?"
66 of69
-Tiger
40 pts Please give us the first and last name of the only man to do a live radio interview with the reclusive Greta Garbo.
5 of69
- Jimmy Fidler
30 pts What was the name of the first banking establishment in St. Cloud?
43 of69
- Bank of St. Cloud
70 pts AUDISK #2108 - (Audio Trivia) This is the theme from what TV show?
28 of69
- "Wings"
30 pts In 1967 a city in Canada built what they called the world's only flying saucer launch pad. Please give us the name of the
town that is on permanent standby to send ET back home.
62 of69
(in Alberta)
- St Paul
30 pts After fat, carbohydrates, and protein, what substance provides the most calories in a typical American diet?
56 of69
- alcohol
15 pts What comic's show featured the June Taylor Dancers?
66 of69
- Jackie Gleason ("The Jackie Gleason Show")

Hour8

(12:00 AM)

60 pts Early in his career, Fabulous Thunderbirds front man Kim Wilson was in a Twin Cities band. What was the name of that
band?
56 of69
- Aces, Straights And Shuffles
10 pts What is the scientific name of the Geometric Tortoise?
57 of69
- Psammobates (sam-oh-bates) geometricus (geo-met-ric-us)
20 pts AUDISK #2110 - (Audio Trivia) Who is this American icon? Full name please.
44 of69
- George Herman Ruth or Babe Ruth
35 pts Who was the songwriter behind KISS 's highest charting single on Billboard? First and last name please.
35 of69
· - Michael Bolton
30 pts Please give us the first actor to be admitted as a member to the Los Angeles Country Club. First and last name
please.
19 of69
- Randolph Scott
100 pts A few trivial tidbits about this actor include his grandmother being the queen of Tahiti, his father a former fi gure skating
champion, and he himself developing one of the first wide-screen motion picture recording devices. Please give us his
full birth name.
1 of69
- Charles Hall Locher
35 pts (Visual Trivia #7) Please give us the first and last name of the only person to compete in the steer wrestling event at the
Little Britches Rodeo held in St Joseph, MN September 30, 2001.
36 of69
- Michale Wiese

TO

When "I Love Lucy" premiered, what were the first and last names and ages of the actors playing Lucy, Ricky, Fred and
Ethel?
- Desi Arnez, 35
- Vivian Vance, 39
- Lucille Ball, 40
- William Frawley, 64

15 pts MTC holds an annual event called the Bus Roadeo. Winners from this contest have a chance to go to state and if they
take first at state, a chance at the national Bus Roadeo. In 1995 St. Cloud MTC not only had their local Roadeo but
hosted the State Roadeo. For both local and state events the same two buses were used. Please give us the two bus
numbers to these vehicles.
none
-501
-508

Hour9

(1:00 AM)

50 pis According to "The Dilbert Principle" you can minimize the impact of different objectives by focusing on goals all parties can
agree on. What are those 2 goals? Be specific.
4of69
I . Don't convey any information whatsoever.
2 See No. I.
15 pts Please name the poet that wrote "The road not taken"?
:>6 ot 69
- Robert Frost
20 pts Please tell us the name of the two United States Presidents who granted the most presidental pardons.
44 of69
- Franklin D. Roosevelt (3687)
- Woodrow Wilson (2480)

40 pts On the "Dick Van Dyke Show," Rob and Laura live next door to Jerry and Millie Helper. What are the names of the Helper' s
two children?
21 of69
- Ellen or Patty (Patty was mentioned in the episode, "Don't Trip Over That Mountain" .)
- Freddy
25 pts AUDISK #2101 - (Audio Trivia) Tommy Lasorda is REALLY upset with Dave Kingman in this post-game interview. On
what date was the interview recorded?
49 of69
- June 4, 1976
70 pis What items did Mrs. Potato head pack for Mr. Potato head in the "Toy Story 2" outtakes? We are looking for what Mrs. Potato
called the items?
47 of 69
- angry eyes
- golf ball
- blue play doh
- key
- bouncy ball
- monkey chow
- cheese puffs
- plastic steak
- crayons
- rubber ducky
- dime
- teeth
- Extra pair of shoes
- yoyo
"ON-AIR read when closing question: "she did not have a chance to pack the monkeys because that is where Mr Potato Head
drew the line!"
20 pis Who received the Blistex award for "Lips with Most Gumption" in 1994?
45 of69
-Tom Hanks
40 pis Before selling off most of his baseball uniform collection, the uniform of this player was the only one Barry Halper needed to
complete his collection of player hall of fame jerseys. Who was the player?
35 of69
-EppaRix.ey
10 pts Please give us the first and last name of the person who sang the song, "Bad Bad LeRoy Brown" while naked in a shower on
the Gong Show.
48 of69
. - Chuck D'Imperio

Hour 10

(2:00 AM)

50 pts The theme music from what television show opens "Baxter's Disturbed Theatre" skits that play on 103.7 on the FM
dial?
17 of69
- "Doctor Who"
10 pts AUDISK #2140 - (Audio Trivia) Name the composer of the following song.
53 of69
- Irving Berlin
20 pts What are the two epochs in the Carboniferous period?
58 of69
- Mississippian
- Pennsylvanian
35 pts What top 40 big hair band of the 80's was quoted as saying they used Aqua Net Extra Super Hold religiously?
12 of69
- Stryper
20 pts What are the toppings on a Waldo's "Barnstormer" pizw? Be specific
48 of69
- american sausage
- candian bacon
- cheese
-mushrooms
- sauce
80 pts From the board game "Stampin", please give us the names of the four animals as they appear on the four Wild Animals
stamp cards. Hint: the stamp cards are modeled after real stamps.
2 of69
- Alaskan Brown Bear
- Blue Jay
-Raccoon
- Tiger Swallowtail
30 pts Tom Thumb golf was introduced in the late 1920's by who?
54 of69
- Garnet Carter
45 pts (Visual Trivia #6) Please give us the first and last name ofthis child as featured in a Springmaid print advertisment.
36 of69
- Emmett Sutherland
15 pts Who penned the 1922 play "The Hairy Ape"?
65 of69
- Eugene O'Neill

Hour 11

(3:00 AM)

(on air: get ready for speed round next hour)
50 pts Please give us the name on the tape Wendy and Lisa gave Prince that he later used as the meat for the song "Purple
Rain" in the movie of the same name.
none
- "Slow Groove"
l 0 pts Give us the name of the Ursa Duo who lived in Jellystone National park?
63 of69
- Boo Boo (bear)

-Yogi (bear)

20 pts Please give us the six letters not represented on the die used in the board game Scattergories.
40 of69

-Q, U, V,X, Y,Z
35 pts AUDISK #2096 - (Audio Trivia) What former KVSC personality plays Tommy in this clip?
23 of69
-Kyle Smith
25 pts What are the names of the two wizard brothers in the animated movie "Wizards"?
57 of69
- Avatar
- Blackwolf
100 pts Two of the acts scheduled to appear at the 1999 Hard Rock Rockfest in Atlanta had numbers in their names. Name the
two acts.
60 of69
-Eve 6
- Marvelous 3
25 pts What TV talk show host noted "If variety is the spice oflife, marriage is the big can ofleftover SP AM" ?
62 of69
- Johnny Carson
35 pts What was the name of the female journalist who bested Phileas Fogg's record for traveling around the world in 80 days?
Actually we are asking for both the birth name and the name she used later in her career, the one she was known better
as.
60 of69
- Elizabeth Cochran(e)
- Nellie Bly (pseudonym)
10 pts Finish the line of this popular School House Rock song, "Conjunction Junction _ _ _ _ __
65 of69

- "What's your function?"

Hour 12

(4:00 AM) Speed Round
First half hour

20 pts What was Carol's full name before she married Mike Brady?
53 of69
- Carol Ann Tyler Martin
20 pts The English song "To Anacreon in Heaven" lent its tune to what familiar American song?
57 of69
- "The Star Spangled Banner"
20 pts How did Chuckles Bite the Dust? Be specific.
23 of69
- shucked by an elephant while wearing a peanut costume
20 pts In 1993, who won the first Gagliardi (guh-lar-dee) Trophy, Division III football's version of the Heisman Trophy?
41 of69
- Jim Ballard (Mount Union quarterback)
20 pts Please tell us the non-gubernatorial occupation of Rudy Perpich.
48of69
- dentist
20 pts What Minneapolis born band asked "How young are you?"
47of69
-The Replacements "I Will Dare" Album: Let It Be (3/01/84)
20 pts Please tell us the first and last name of the only citizen of St Cloud to become Governor of Minnesota.
6of69
- Stephen Miller ( 1864 - 1866)
20 pts What is former St Cloud Mayor Larry Meyer's middle name?
2 of69
- Richard (any shortened version of Richard is not acceptable)
20 pts Who was the artist that painted the historically inspired picture of"George Washington crossing the Delaware"?
64 of69
- Emanuel Leutze

Hour 12

(4:00 AM) Speed Round
Second half hour

20 pts Even though former child star Tim Hovey voted for Ronald Reagan during the 1980 presidential election, that was not
his usual party affiliation. Please give us the party he normally votes for.
38 of69
- Libertarian
20 pts What band was at the top of the pop charts on April Fools Day in 1989?
41 of69
- Milli Vanilli
20 pts What is the binary equivalent of the decimal number 23?
53 of69
JO 111 (one zero one one one)
20 pis Please tell us the name of the soda Cindy slurps to add the perfect balance of sugar to her exercise routine in "Jimmy
Neutron: Boy Genius."
I of69
- Purple F1urp
20 pts According to Mojo Nixon, who has no Elvis?
51 of69
- Michael J. Fox
20 pts What is the name of the TV show the Brady kids appear on in the episode, "Adios, Johnny Bravo"?
8of69
- Hal Barton's TV Talent Review
20 pts Where specifically in St. Cloud was the 2001 Wheels Wings and Water Festival rib fest held?
27 of69
- Lady Slipper Parking Lot (downtown St Cloud)
20 pts What material or substance is the peak of the Washington Memorial comprised of?
53 of69
-Aluminum
20 pts During World War II, the teaching of what subject was banned at the University of South Dakota by writ of the State
Council of Defense?
55 of69
-German

Hour 13

(5:00 AM)

75 pts Please give us the first and last names of two of the three men to play hockey for both the Minnesota Gophers and the
Saint Cloud State Huskies.
8of69
-Tony Bianchi
-Doug Meyer
-Jay Moser
15 pts What was the name of the fiddler that the devil challenged in the song "The Devil went down to Georgia?"
67 of69
-Johnny
20 pts What city did Darkwing guard?
60 of69
- St. Canard
60 pts AUDISK #2105 (Trivia Audio) Who is this speaker who wants us to know about James Abram Garfield?
3 of69
- Robert Klein
30 pts Please give us the name ofSnuffy and Loweezy Smith's offspring?
26 of69
- Jughaid (no this is not a misspelling)

- Tater

70 pts What two hotels provided the letterhead for the notes Jimi Hendrix wrote specifying how he wanted his album "Electric
Ladyland" laid out?
3 of69
- Cosmopolitan
-Newhouse
30 pts Along with the Big Mac and Mayor McCheese, the McDonald's Corporation created the McDonald's Guarantee. Please
give us the exact wording of the McDonald's Guarantee.
32 of69
"Your food will be hot. Your service will be fast and friendly. And your drive-thru orders will be double-checked right.
If you're not satisfied, we'll make it right. Or your next meal is on us. Guaranteed."
50

In the "Taxi" episode "Art Work" Jim learns that he and Bobby share the same size for what piece of clothing?
30 of69
- necktie/tie

15 pts On what two television shows would you have fowid Florence Jean Castleberry as a main character?
60of69
- "Alice"
- "Flo"

Hour 14

(6:00 AM)

We are beginning black out time (6: 00 AM - 9: 00 AM)

60 pts What television show inspired the odd naming convention of the Koala stars in the comic book "Nruve InterDimensional Commando Koalas"?
20 of69
- Monty Python's Flying Circus (they are all named Bruce)
15 pts Recording artist Tracy Marrow is known better whom?
62 of69

- Ice T
20 pts In the movie "Some Like it Hot," what did Jeny and Joe witness that made them go into hiding?
60 of69
- St Valentine' s Day Massacre
40 pts What was the first song played by John Drake after Al Neffs last "Classic Rock Show" on KVSC December 16, 2001?
3 of69
- "You Can Call Me Al" (Paul Simon)
30 pts From the thirty two reasons why Great is in the name of the Great River Regional Library, please give us the twentythird reason. They are in alphabetical order, of course.
42 of69
-Richmond
145 pts AUDISK #2094 - (Audio Trivia) This is the German-dubbed version of what popular American sitcom?
27 of69

- "Roseanne"
25 pts
From what book would you find the following statement, "There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous
to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things."
52 of69
- "The Prince" (by Machavelli)
40 pts
While practicing an emergency safety drill, two astronauts completed America's 100th space walk. What we would like
to know is the names of the 2 astronauts that completed this landmark feat and the first astronaut to space walk.
52 of69
- Thomas Jones (100)
- Robert Curbeam Jr. (100)
- Edward White III(!)
15 pts Between 1933 and 1941 what did the CCC stand for in the United States?
63 of69
- Civilian Conservation Corps

Hour 15

(7:00 AM)

60· pts
While playing golf in Palm Springs, "Andy Griffith Show" producer Aaron Ruben met former US President Eisenhower.
What episode of the show did Eisenhower say was his favorite? We need the actual title of the episode.
10of69
- "Andy Discovers America" (episode #86)
200 pts What is now Marshall Field's began in 1902 as Goodfellows. When George Dayton moved Goodfellows to the 7th and
Nicollett location, what 10 departments were located on the second floor? (Note to on-air - close this question with
#1.)
none
- lingerie
- blouses
-millinery
- children's wear
- patterns
- coats
- petticoats
- dresses
- infants clothing
- suits
20 pts What pop star was born in Hibbing, Minnesota in 1942?
47 of69

- Gary Puckett
50 pts From RUSH ' s "The Big Money" video, the floor is a generic facsimile of the Monopoly board. What acronym appears
on the square where "Go to Jail" normally is?
8of69
- N.S.F. or Non Sufficient Funds
35 pts What word did Bill Murray spray paint on David Letterman's desk during his first on-air visit to Letterman's CBS
studio?
32 of69
-Dave

TO

AUDISK #2092- (Audio Trivia Question): This is a 1969 remake from a classic movie. Please give us the name of
the short-lived band that recorded it.
- Wickedy Wak

30 pts Tricia Nixon and Ed Cox were married at the White House. Please give us the first and last names of the next couple to
have this honor.
8 of69
Tony Rodham and Nicole Boxer
45 pts From the "Charlie' s Angels" movie with Bill Murray as Bosley, what in-flight movie was playing in the opening
segment?
51 of69
- "TJ Hooker The Movie"
15 pts What was the name of the horse that was the 1955 Kentucky Derby winner?
64 of69
- Swaps

Hour 16

(8:00 AM)

60 pts The overuse of acronyms can be summed up in a 1977 PUNCH cartoon with two angry people marching with the
acronym "COCOA" on the signs they are carrying. What did COCOA stand for?"
l of69
- Council to Outlaw Contrived and Outrageous Acronyms
20 pts Audisk #2145 - (Audio Trivia) Name the artist of this tribute to an article of clothing.
6 of69
- The Bert F ershners
20 pts What 4 states did not see the Olympic torch cross their stateline in 2001 - 2002?
47 of69
- Hawaii
- Minnesota
- North Dakota
- South Dakota
60 pts Who was the first rock musician immortalized in wax at London's Madame Tussaud's waxworks?
12 of69
- Tommy Steele
25 pts If you add up the first N digits of pi, the sum is 111. What is the value of N?
53 of69
- 23 (twenty three)
80 pts On "The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis" what words were on the thermometer outside the front door to the Gillis Grocery
store?
1 of69
- "Treat Yourself to the Best"
20 pts The Minnesota State Muffin is the Blueberry muffin, what is the New York State muffin?
65 of69
- apple (muffin)
30 pts In the final "M* A*S*H" episode in which Henry Blake appears, Radar delivers the news that Henry's plane has been
shot down. What were Radar's exact words?
48 of69
"I have a message. Lt Colonel Henry Blake's plane was shot down over the Sea of Japan. It spun in.
There
were no survivors."
10 pts What is the pythagorean (pa-thag-re-an) theorem?
64 of69
- formula used to calculate the hypotenuse length of a right triangle.

Hour 17

(9:00 AM)

60 pts According to sociologist, James Skipper, IN ORDER ofpopularity--what are the three most frequent nicknames for Major
League Baseball players since 1871?
8 of69
I.Lefty
2. Red
3.Doc
15 pis Lyrically speaking, what is Adam Duritz's favorite color?
28 of69
- Grey
20 pts Some scholars believe that placing violent people in pink rooms will have a calming effect on their behavior. Please tell us the
two names of the color know as "drunk tank pink." we're looking for the Benjamin Moore color number and the reseach
name.
48 of69
-1328
- Baker-Miller pink
40 pis Who was the last Minnesotan to be judicially executed? First and last name please.
42 of69
- William Williams
30 pts
Please give us the name of the television show that had a number #1 theme song on its hands one year after the show's debut.
The single would have remained unreleased had it not been for the son of the record producer requesting a copy of the single.
32 of69
- "SWAT"
100 pts In a 1958 contest, Mrs. Deborah Schneider of Minneapolis wrote 25 words to complete a sentence extolling the merits of
Plymouth automobiles. Her winning entry was chosen over an estimated I million entries. What was Mrs. Schneider's prize
for winning the contest?
28of69
- $500 a month for life
25 pts In the animated "Pac Man" series, the Pac people had a nemesis named Mezmaron. Mezamaron required the assitance of five
ghosts to rob the Fore st of Power Pellets thus depriving the Pac family of their sustenance What were the names of the five
ghosts?
56 of69
-Blinky
- Clyde
-Inky
- Pinky
- Sue
40 pis AUDISK # 2114 - (Audio Trivia) Please name the artist and the title of the song
5of69
- Bob Wills & His Texas Playboys
-Big Beaver
10 pts The snail darter was one of the first cases to test this congressional act enacted in the early 1970' s. What is the name of the
act?
54 of69
- Endangered Species (Act)

Hour 18

(10:00 AM)

80 pts Who was the starting Center on Duluth Central Men's High School 1971 state champion basketball team?
15 of69
- Como Pontliana (pont-li-ana)
10 pts What is the full name of the first test-tube baby?
54 of69
- Louise Joy Brown
20 pts The movie "The Story of GI Joe," starred Burgess Meredith as what famous World War II correspondent?
62 of69
-Ernie Pyle
50 pts AUDISK #2093 - (Audio Trivia Question): Please give us the "type" of singer you just heard who was the last of his
kind. He was also the only one ever recorded.
47 of69
- Castrato OR Castrati
25 pts Who was issued the first known life insurance policy in England?
43 of69
- William Gibbons OR Gybbons
80 pts AUDISK #2098 - (Audio Trivia) Name the band in this clip.
31 of69
- The Del Rubio Triplets
20 pts Please give us the first and last name of the inventor of clumping cat litter.
7of69
-Thomas Nelson
40 pts What St. Cloud area public access cable TV host is also a camera operator for Midwest Independent Wrestling?
2 of69
- Doug Driver
15 pts

(Visual Trivia #8) Breaking the tuber barriers this spud holds a spot in TV history as being a first. What was that first?
59 of69
- First toy commercial

Hour 19

(11:00 AM)

On-air: get ready for an all audio how- next hour

80 pts To whom is Iris DeMent's album "My Life" dedicated?
9 of69
- Sharon Robbin
10 pts In the World of comic books, what does the .acronym "OHOTMU" stand for?
54 of69
- "Official Handbook OfThe Marvel Universe"
20 pts AUDISK #2391 - (Audio Trivia) What is the name of the movie character that is speaking?
59 of69
-Doc Holliday
45 pts Please give us Daunte Culpepper's nickname that has stuck with him since grade school.
3 of69
- Big Jit
25 pts Given the numbering scheme where A is equal 'to one point, B is equal to two points, C is equal to three points and so
on, how many points do the words "TRJVIA TUBE" equal?
64 of69
- 127 (one hundred twenty seven)
75 pts In what city on Earth was the first statue of former President Bill Clinton erected?
27 of69
- Ballybunion (Ireland)
25 pts What kind of automobile did Jack Benny have on his radio show and who provided its voice?
58 of69
- Maxwell (car)
-Mal Blanc (voice)
40 pts On August 21, 1977 a playwright alerted the news media, then proceeded to jump off Brooklyn Bridge to attract
attention to his unproduced drama about the Vietnam War. Please give us the first, middle and last name of the
playwright and the title of the play.
none
- Dan Cameron Rodill
- "The Dry Season"
l O pts What is the only breed of dog mentioned by name in the Bible?
51 of69
- greyhound

Hour20

(12:00 PM)

Audio Hour
I 00 pts AUDISK #2239 - (Audio Trivia) Name this poem, the poet and the person doing the reading
39 of69
Doris Black (reading)
"Blues at Dawn" (poem)
Langston Hughes (poet)
20 pts AUDISK #2395 - (Audio Trivia) What film is this soundbyte from?
53 of69
- "Hannibal"
50 pts AUDISK #2102 - (Audio Trivia) Who is this famous anti-semite?
26 of69
- Father Charles Coughlin
20 pts AUDISK #2112 - (Audio Trivia) What film is this song from?
53 of69
- "The Princess Bride"
70 pts AUDISK #2091 - (Audio Trivia Question) Please give us the real first and last names of the Superheroes interviewing
the milkman in one of the most creative "Got Milk?" television ads to date. Also, in case a character has changed due to
a death or something, give us the name of the first person to don the costume.
9of69
- Anthony or Tony Stark
- Clinton Barton
- Donald (Don) Blake
- Peter Parker
- Robert Bruce Banner
- Steve or Steven Rogers
- Wanda Maximoff
30 pts AUDISK #2126 - (Audio Trivia) What is the name of the style of music being performed in the following cut?
12 of69
-MBAQUANGA
60 pts AUDISK #2097 - (Audio Trivia) What program is this clip from?
14 of69
- "Lunch with Casey"

JO pts AUDISK #2125 - (Audio Trivia) Please give us the full name of this lesser-known children' s artist.
36 of69
- Barry Louis Polisar
20 pts Whose first top 40 american hit song was "Speak to the Sky"?
6of69
- Rick Springfield

Hour 21

(1:00 PM)

165 pts Since the early issues of the periodical that is now known as "The Doctor Who Monthly," a story line that focused on a
lone rebel Cyberman had sporadically found its way into the comic section of the magazine. After almost ten years, the
Doctor finally met this rebel who in turn became one of the Doctor' s companions. Please give us the name of this
Cyberman.
3 of69
-Kron
15 pts Vehicles such as bulldozers and farm equipment have a triangle sign visible to indicate they are "slow moving vehicles" .
In miles per hour, what is the top legal speed a "slow moving vehicle" can drive?
52 of69
- 25 (twenty-five)
20 pts Who narrated the album "Alan Freed's Memory Lane"?
35 of69
-Alan Freed
45 pts In 1918, The St Cloud Police Department added a new police car with an unusual alarm. What was the alarm?
6 of69
- gong
20 pts AUDISK #2118 - (Audio Trivia) Name the artist and the song.
18 of69
- Little Roger & the Goosebumps
- "Gilligan's Island (Stairway)"
l 00 pts (Visual Trivia #3) Please give us the name of the artist and the name of this album.
7of69
- Uncle Dave Macon
- "The Gayest Old Dude in Town"
25 pts In the comics, what fictioual magazine once photographed a topless She-Hulk?
16 of69
- The Naked Truth
40 pts Alan Napier, who played Alfred on "Batman," was the real-life grandfather of what former child TV star?
52 of69
- Brian Forster (who was the second Chris on 'The Partridge Family)
l O pts By what name is 80's singer Stuart Leslie Goddard better known as?
60 of69

-Adam Ant

Hour 22

(2:00 PM)

60 pts At 12:00 noon on March 4, 1849, Zachary Taylor was scheduled to succeed James Polk as President. Taylor was not
sworn in and the President Pro Tempore of the Senate became President for one day. Why was Taylor not sworn in and
who was US President for one day?
55 of69
- Taylor refused to take the oath on the Sabbath or Sunday
(3/4/1849 was a Sunday)
- David Atchinson

TO

What is the name of the first known opera?
- "Dafue"

20 pts On an episode of"The Dick Van Dyke Show," Rob was offered $500 to show off some freckles he had. When the
freckles were connected they made an outline of a cherished American national symbol. What symbol did the outlined
freckles create and what was the name of the episode?
56 of69
- Liberty Bell (symbol)
- "Odd But True" (Episode)
60 pts AUDISK #2129- (Audio Trivia) What 1984 film is the following music from?
15 of69
- Paris Texas
30 pts Manufacturers of prepared meat and poultry sandwiches made with one piece of bread are inspected on a daily basis by
what government agency? Please give us the agency and the division.
47 of69
- USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service
80 pts Which two famous female TV sitcom characters have the maiden names Bronson and Gibson?
25 of69
- June (Bronson) Cleaver
- Alice (Gibson) Kramden
25 pts What pitcher gave up Babe Ruth's first major league home run?
48of69
- Jack W arhop
40 pts Please give us the mission statement of the Tube Council ofNorth America.
62 of69
- "to represent, promote, and proactively support the use of the tube as the package of choice."
15 pts Sinanthropus (sin-a-lhrop-is) pekinensis (pe-kin-ese) was "discovered" in 1927. Please give the name of the
anthropologist who discovered him.
60 of69
- Davidson Black

Hour 23

(3:00 PM)

50 pts WNEW in New York now uses an all-talk all-the-time format but was once a pioneering rock station. Please give us the
first song they ever played.
1 of69
-"High Flying Bird"
(by Richie Havens)

TO

Please give us the layers of the Earth's atmosphere in order as they exist from Earth to the Exosphere.
- Mesosphere (3)
- Stratosphere (2)
- Troposphere (4)
- Thermosphere/Ionosphere (1)

20 pts In the 194 7 crime film "Kiss of Death," there was an evil character who tied a woman into her wheelchair and pushed
her down a flight of stairs. Who portrayed this murderer?
64 of69
- Richard Widmark
40 pts Which current US Senator and former actor once played Roseanne Conner' s boss on the TV sitcom "Roseanne?"
44 of69
(R-TN)
- Fred Thompson
20 pts Please give us the names of the four women depicted in the US Postal Service's commemorative classic collections the
Civil War issue.
46 of69
- Clara Barton
- Mary Chesnut
- Phoebe Pember
- Harriet Tubman
100 pts In 1974, Fargo, North Dakota Municipal Court Judge Thomas Davies gained notoriety by offering what two choices to
violators of minor traffic offenses?
9 of69
- Pay the fine or donate a pint of blood
25 pts Please give us the name of the Meanie Beanie mail in offer available through Cap' N Crunch cereal.
35 of69
- Tiger Shark
50 pts AUDISK #2095 (Audio Trivia) What celebrity left this fascinating phone message?
I of69
- Tiny Tim OR Herbert Khaury
15 pts In the comic strip "Hagar the Horrible," what is the name of the minstrel that Honi adores?
60 of69
Lute

Hour24

(4:00 PM)

75 pts In the winter of 2000, American Greetings online greetings service provided a "Starlight Celebrity Winter Wonder
Mall". Every time one of the cards were sent a donation was made to the Starlight Children's Foundation. What five
celebrities contributed their talents to the online cards?
64 of69
- Charlize Theron
- Cindy Crawford
- Drew Barrymore
- Faith Hill
- Rosie O'Donell
15 pts What does SPECTRE stand for in the James Bond movies?
56 of69
- Special Executive for Counterintelligence Terrorism Revenge Extortion
20 pts AUDISK #2141 - (Audio Trivia) Name this former presidential candidate.
50 of69
- Pat Paulson
50 pts What moderate Socialist leader was assassinated on June 10, 1924?
56 of69
- Giacomo Matteotti
30 pts Who proclaimed Altoids "Dynomint!"
62 of69
- Jimmy Walker
80 pts
In the Monty Python sketch, 'The All-England Summerize Proust Competition,' what are the names of the three finalists?
63 of69
- Harry Bagot
- Ronald Rutherford
- The Bolton Choral Society

30 pts During the 200 I collegiate football season, Randy Moss's NCAA freshman record for touchdown catches was broken.
Please give us the first and last name of this division I athlete and school this gridiron star played for.
36 of69
- Dallas Mall
- Bentley College
(Waltham, Mass.)
40 pts What is the factorial of 5?
65 of69
-120
(lx2x3x4x5) The factorial ofa number is the product of all the whole numbers, except zero, that are less than or equal to
that number.

20 pts Who played the villain on TV's "The Bugaloos" and what was the villain's name?
56of69
- Martha Raye
- Benita Bizarre

Hour 25

(5:00 PM)

60 pts After her instant success starring in the television show "Northern Exposure," Janine Turner bought a horse. What name
did she choose for this horse?
45 of69
- Maggie
15 pts What was the name of the teacher in the story "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"?
64of69
- Ichabod Crane
20 pts Who appeared on the cover of the February 21 , 1944 issue of LIFE magazine and what was this person's occupation?
First and last name please.
60 of69
- Opera Singer (occupation)
- Patrice Munsel (name)
50 pts AUDISK #2099 (Audio Trivia) What product's TV ad featured this song?
16 of69
- Alka Seltzer
30 pts Stanley Burrell was once a bat boy for a major league baseball team. Please give us the team that he worked for and the
nickname we better know this person as?
65 of69
- MC Hammer (nickname)
- Oakland A's (Team)
80 pts In the 1993 edition of Oxford University Presses Dictionary of20th Century World Biography, whose entry appears
between writer Norman Mailer and former President of Cyprus, Makarios III? First and last name please.
69 of69
- John Major (former British Prime Minister)
30 pts New York's first governor did not keep residence in New York City. Please tell us his first and last name and county of
residence.
58 of69
- George Clinton
- Ulster County
40 pts During the scene in the film "Rock and Roll High School," in which the kids take over the school, the character
Eaglebauer, played by Clint Howard, grabs a picture of a famous authority figure and flips it so that the picture faces the
wall. What person is on the flipped over picture?
46 of69
- Vince Lombardi
15 pts In the television series "I Dream of Jeannie," what was the name of Jeannie's dog?
57 of69
- Jin Jin OR Gin Gin

Hour 26

(6:00 PM)

50 pts During the early stages of the 1996 Presidential campaign writer and ftlnnnaker Michael Moore sent legitimate checks to
several candidates to see if they would cash them. What five organizations names appeared on the checks?
55 of69
- Pedophiles for Free Trade
- The John Wayne Gacy fan Club
- Hemp Growers of America
- Satan Worshipers for Dole
- Abortionists for Buchanan
10 pts AUDISK#2119- (Audio Trivia) Please tell us the name of the two actors in this commercial parody.
52 of69
- Chevy Chase
- Dan Aykroyd
20 pts What is the last line spoken in the film "Easy Rider?"
25 of69
- "we blew it."
50 pts Early on in the Jets, Rockets and Spacemen trading card set from the l 950's we learn that the fictional Captain Argo and Dr.
Zara blast off in the 6X52, their spaceship which protects "the sky lanes from the pirates of the planetoids and the hostile
hooligans of outer space." From what real citv did they blast off from?
4of69
- Manhattan
40 pis AUDISK #2392 - (Audio Trivia) What movie is this from?
36 of69
- "Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid"
200 pts Please tell us the first and last names of the two artists credited with painting the carousel horses at Paul Bunyan Amusement
Center.
16 of69
- Forrest Kobs
- Steve McFarland
25 pts Who received MTV's Music Award for Best Group Video in 1984 and for what song?
63 of69
- "Legs" (Video)
- ZZ Top (group)
45 pts What was the name of the May Printing newsletter in August 1992?
8of69
- "Shop Talk"
10 pts What's the name of the dog on "Petticoat Junction?"
63 of69
-Dog

Hour27

(7:00 PM)

50 pts Give us the city and state of the Wal-Mart store that, in 1998, was honored for selling more Duck Tape brand duct tape than
any other Wal-Mart in the United States.
59 of69
- Springfield, Missouri
20 pts Please tell us the first and last name of the fair coordinator for the Effingham County Fair in Georgia.
16 of69
- Charles Usher
25 pts In the cartoon series "Mission Magic," what was the name of Rick Springfield's pet owl?
64 of69
- Ptolemy (pronounce Tall Emmy)
50 pts "The Gun That Made One Man The Equal Of Five" was the tagline for what movie?
42 of69
- "Springfield Rifle"
20 pis One can find a "shrine to the stars" in Vermont. What is this shrine affectionately know as?
45 of69
"The Pink Clubhouse"
200 pts Monoploly has offered many theme versions of its boardgame such as Nascar, Wizard of Oz, and Star Wars. Clue finally
jumped on the bandwagon and started offering different themes also. One of them features the Simpson's investigating who
killed Mr. Burns. Therefore Simpson characters portray the traditional suspects BUT the weapons and rooms are new and
uniquely Simpson' s. Please give us the 6 weapons and the 9 rooms in this edition of Clue.
61 of69
Rooms (locations)
Weapons
- Barney's Bowl-A-Rama
- Poisoned Donut
- (The) Simpson's House
- Necklace
- Saxophone
- Burns Manor
- Slingshot
- Krustylu Studios
- Extend-o-Glove
- (The) Frying Dutchman
- Plutonium Rod
- Springfield Retirement Castle
- (The) Android's Dungeon
- Nuclear Power Plant
- Kwik-E-Mart
10 pis What is the 37th capital and state mentioned in Wakko's America?
63 of69
- Springfield, Illinois
40 pis While she was known for turning down the role of Scarlett O'Hara in "Gone With the Wind," she was also known for
portraying a rubber company's advertising image in the early l 900's. Please give us the first and last name of this actress, the
company she represented and the title given to the advertising image she portrayed.
36 of69
- Norma Shearer (actress)
- Kelly-Springfield (company)
- Miss Lotta Miles ( ad image)

IO pts Please tell us Springfield founder Jebediah Springfield's real name as revealed on The Simpson's?
61 of69
Hans Sprungfeld
Hmmmm do you think maybe that was a theme hour???

Hour28

(8:00 PM)

60 pts In episode one of season nine of the sitcom "Roseanne," the Conner family won the lottery. What were the six numbers on
their winning ticket?
6of69
• I , 2, 3, 4, 8, 36
125 pts Please tell us the first and last name of the Sauk Rapids man who was granted a presidental pardon by Herbert Hoover.
3 of69
-August DeYeager
please keep this question open and close the same time as question 1
20 pts Who was the first woman in countiy music to have a million-selling record and what was the record' s title?
27 of69
• Patsy Montana
- "I Want to be a Cowboy' s Sweetheart"
60 pts AUDISK #2100 (Audio Trivia) What product stands out in this TV ad?
8of69
-Colt 45 Malt Liquor
30 pis In the 200 l All Star Baseball Game, Cal Ripken became the oldest player to homer in an All Star Game. Who held the
singular honor prior to this year?
58 of69
- Stan Musial
250 pis During 200 I, St. Cloud's Westwood Branch of Liberty Savings Bank held a weekly promotion titled "Super Saturdays."
Please give us the thirteen Super Saturday dates and/or the promotion correspondin~ to each date.
l of69
Oct. 6 Super Saturday kick-off - free hot dogs and pop
Oct. 13 Think Globally, Bank Locally- Free I-shirts
Oct. 20 Octoberfest - Free Liberty Glass steins
Oct. 27 Halloween - free pumpkins
Nov. 3 Online Banking Saturday - free mousepads
Nov. 10 Music Mania - Free Liberty C.D. holders
Nov. 17 Thanksgiving is coming -•free turkey basters
Nov. 24 Free Liberty 2002 Calendars
Dec. 1 Beach Party in December - free beach balls and leis
Dec. 8 Candy Cane Saturday - free large candy canes & other treats
Dec. 15 Bert's Buddies Holiday Party (no specified giveaway)
Dec. 22 free holiday candy jars filled with seasonal candy
Dec. 29 New Year's eve party package
20 pts What was the name of presidential daughter Caroline Kennedy's pony?
62 of69
- Macaroni
45 pis What date and at what theater did "My Fair Lady" open on Broadway?
64 of69
- Mark Hellinger (Theater)
- March 15, 1956
IO pis What product had the advertising slogan, "I'd rather fight than switch"?
61 of69
- Tareyton Cigarettes

(9:00 PM)

Hour 29

60 pts The Febnuuy 1965 issue of Esquire magazine published what it touted to be "the world's hardest crossword puzzle."

The puzzle's 116 ACROSS clue is "Gallic Expostulation". The 116 DOWN clue is "Wine Town in Southern Italy".
What are the two answers?
none
- (Across:) MAISNON
- (Down:) MELFI
15 pts What TV series was based on the real life of police commissioner Tony Schembri of Rye, New York?
54 of69
- "The Commish"
20 pts On what program did the Rolling Stones make their British TV debut?
55 of69
- "Thank Your Lucky Stars"
40 pts

According to Morrison County Minnesota's latest county water plan, how many manure pits are there in the county?
5 of69
- 350 (three hundred fifity)
50 pts In the movie "Batman Returns," what was Max Shreck's computer password?

.

E~~

- Geraldo (Max Schreck' s stuffed Chihuahua)
100 pts For what skill was 19th century Frenchman, Pierre Messie noted?
35 of69
- (was able to) make hair stand on end (at will)
20 pts AUDISK #2146 - (Audio Trivia) Name the artist doing this Rolling Stones cover.
52 of69
- David Bowie
40 pts In what city did wrestler Maurice Vachon acquire the nickname "Mad Dog"?
57 of69
- Portland

(Oregon)

10 pts In the I 960's, when the Selective Service went to a national lottery for choosing eligible men, what was the first date
drawn? Month and day will suffice.
·
55 of69
- September 14

Hour30

(10:00 PM)

75 pts Please give us the name of the Minnesota nursing home where you will find the first multiple sclerosis- specific care unit
and the first and last name of the physician who helped create it.
34 of69
- Ebebeezer Lutheran Home
- Randall Schapiro
IO pts In what year was the first "Buffalo Head" nickel minted?
59 of69
-1913
20 pts The BBC launched Radio One, its long-awaited pop network in 1967. What was the first single played on the new
network and who was the artist?
38 of69
- "Flowers in the Rain"
-The Move (artist)
55 pts What Minnesota traditon did Meg Ryan jokingly call "disturbing" during an interview with KMSP's Jason Matheson
January 7, 2002?
13 of69
- Minnesota State Fair butterhead carvings (anything that is related to the carving of butter or producing a sculpture)

25 pts AUDISK #2398 - (Audio Trivia) Who is the director of this film?
54 of69
- Luc [Luke] Besson
I 00 pts In what city and state, and in front of what US food company would you once have found a 20 foot tall hillbilly named
"Zeke"?
2 of69
- New Braunfels, Texas
- New Braunfels Smokehouse
20 pts Please give us the first and last name of the inventive English clergyman who was turned down by Queen Elizabeth I for
patent rights to the stocking frame knitting machine he had invented.
58 of69
- William Lee
40 pts AUDISK #2127 - (Audio Trivia) Name the song and give us the first & last name of the composer.
16 of69
- Bugler's Holiday
- Leroy Anderson
15 pts Who was the 1992 Indy 500 Rookie of the Year? First & last name please
64 of69
- Lyn St.James

Hour31

(11:00 PM)

75 pts In the "Pinky and the Brain" episode "Whatever Happened to Baby Brain," Brain decides to obtain money for his latest
takeover the world plan by posing as an adorable curly haired child movie star during Depression era Hollywood. In this
episode Baby Brain sings a song about eating too many sweets that parodied the song "The Good Ship Lollypop." What
was the opening line of the tune?
I of69
- "On the Nice Ship Candy Cane ... "
JO pts What popular 1970's era toy "Wobbles but won't fall down"?
63 of69
- Weebles

20 pts AUDISK #2142 - (Audio Trivia) Name the movie soundtrack that features the following tune.
44 of69
- Easy Rider
60 pts A local legend suggests that Jimmy Hutmaker of Excelsior, Minnesota provided the inspiration for what rock song? We
need the name of the artist and the song.
56 of69
- "You Can't Always Get What You Want" (song)
- Rolling Stones (artist)
30 pts New Age powerhouse Yanni, was a member of what band while attending the University of Minnesota?
58 of 69
- Chameleon
125 pts
In the cartoon series Earthworm Jim titled "Trout," Earthworm Jim and Peter Puppy decide to take a road trip to find the
mythical hair growing trout. As with any good road trip they saw many wondrous things along the way, among them the
world' s largest scab. Of course, so as not to soon forget this particular trip they purchased souvenirs.One of the
souvenirs was a talking scab doll. What was the doll 's name and what did it say when you pulled it's string?
41 of69
- Gabby Scabby (doll)
- "Pick Me, (Pick Me)" (what the doll says)
25 pts AUDISK #2400 - (Audio Trivia) What person does these two songs have in common?
41 of69
- (Singer/songwriter) Dan Hartman
50 pts The bells at St John's Abbey in Collegeville were replaced Christmas of 1989. Please tell us to who or what the bells
honor.
54 of69
- Holy Trinity
- Blessed Virgin Mary
- Guardian Angels
- Saint John the Baptist
- Saint Benedict
JO pts Who said of baseball, "The great American game should be an unrelenting war on nerves." ?
57 of69

-Ty Cobb

Hour32

(12:00 AM)

(on air: tell the teams to get ready for speed round next hour)
60 pts Name the five (5) nominees for president at the 1952 Republican National Convention. First & last names please.
37 of69
- Dwight (D.) Eisenhower
- Douglas MacArthur
- Harold (E.) Stassen
- Robert (A.) Taft
- Earl Warren
10 pis Please tell us the first and last name of the first American to join the band Fleetwood Mac?
41 of69
-Bob Welch
20 pis Name both the Monty Python sketch character who attempts to be the first man to jump across the English Channel and his
manager? First and last names please.
55 of69
- Ron Obvious (jumper)
- Luigi Vercotti (manager)
100 pis AUDISK #2117 - (Audio Trivia) This commercial for M & Ms features characters from what TV

NO-rEf.ON AIR Clostthis}question }-thenjiiii,;lose q-.i~stioii 1 ..•-•.·-· •-• .--•.•-•. ·-·. •· . .... · · ·. .· · · · •-•· ...... .
22 of69
- Johnny Jupiter

20 pis When this politician was asked what his favorite Crayola color was, he stated Bluebell, because " It reminds (me) of the
Texas Blue Bonnets that bloom every spring". Who is he, first and last name.
61 of69
George (W) Bush
75 pis Who was the last musical artist to perform at the St. Paul Civic Center before it was tom down and who was the first artist to
perform at the new Excel Energy Center? As always, first and last names please.
27 of69
- Eric Clapton (Civic Center)
- Bare Naked Ladies (Excel)
30 pts
What two athletes who participated in the same Olympic event were stripped of their medals after they had each raised a fist
above their head on the medal platform. Please give us their first and last names the event in which they had received medals.
51 of69
- Tommie Smith
- John Carlos
- 200 meter dash
35 pts What is the Simonson Lumber Company newsletter named?
2of69
- W oodchuckle
20 pis A UDISK #2403 - (Audio Trivia) To what group did this singer/songwriter once belong?
49 of69
- The Crickets

Hour33

(1:00 AM) SPEED ROUND
First half hour

20 pts If you tried to "Search for Tomorrow" by watching "Ally McBeal" but ended up having a "Fatal Attraction" for "National
Lampoon's Vacation" - what actress would you keep seeing?
42 of69
- Jane Krakowski
20 pts Please give us the street address for Samantha and Darrin Stevens.
32 of69
- 1164 Morning Glory Circle
20 pts What is the name of the flu Sam Dullard gives the "Rocket Power" kids in the episode "Typhoid Sam"?
55 of69
- Fiji Flu
20 pts Sam's Club carries a number of products under their private label. What is that trademarked name?
37 of69
- Member's Mark
20 pts Who is the founder of the Witches League for Public Awareness?
64 of69
- Laurie Cabot
20 pts According to several Brady kids, what will Alice do to Peter ifhe gets lava on the patio?
26 of69
-kill him
20 pts Who was Constance Frances Marie Ockelman was better known as whom?
50 of69
- Veronica Lake
20 pts What is a "roman ogee (rhymes with Bogey) "?
27 of69
- A decorative edge (frequently found on paneled doors)
20 pts What is the first name of Jeremy Duncan' s brother in the comic strip "Zits?"
59 of69
-Chad

Hour33

(1:00 AM) SPEED ROUND
Second half hour

20 pis On "The Rugrats," Susie Channichels is Tommy's neighbor. What are the names of her siblings, parents and cat? First
names are sufficent.
11 of69
- Alisa (sibling)
- Buster (sibling)
- Edwin (sibling)
- Lucy (parent)
- Randy (parent)
- Chowder (the cat)
20 pts What General Hospital star peiformed at the 1996 Cornstalk Country Music and Camping Festival? And to help you out
it is NOT Rick Springfield ... see we are benevolant?
4 of69
-Brad Maule
20 pts Please give us the complete name of the first African American to be made an admiral in the United States Navy?
55 of69

- Samuel Lee Gravely Jr.

20 pts What American League Player has won the MVP award twice in an All Star Game?
57 of69
-Cal Ripken
20 pts What tour promises to give you "The Story Behind The News"?
51 of69
- CNN Studio Tour
20 pis Please give the name of the "Who Wants to be a Millionare" contestant who did not know Carol Brady's maiden name.
50 of69
- Steve Perry, (Charlottsville VA)
20 pts What is the name of the work written by Nicholas Udall that is considered the first English Comedy?
59 of69
• "Ralph Roister Deister"
20 pts Please give us the complete name of the first president of the National Association of Colored Women.
53 of69
- Mary Church Terrell
20 pts
Please give us the name of the first US Naval ship sunk by hostile action in World War II and the date of this incident?
50 of69
- (USS) Reuben James
• October 31, 1941

Hour 34

(2:00 AM)

80 pts What was the first album to enter the German chart at number one? We need the album and artist.
34 of69
- Dire Straits (artist)
- "Communique" (album)
10 pts

In 1969, singer Judy Collins appeared in a production at New York's Shakespeare Festival. In what play did she appear?
34 of69
- "Peer Gynt"
20 pts In 2001 , VHl presented its "100 Most Shocking Moments in Rock and Roll". What individual appears on the list the
most times?
56 of69
- Michael Jackson
50 pts The very first episode of "Sesame Street" was brought to you by what letters and numbers?
20 of69

-W, S, E, 2,

3

30 pts "The Swivel", "The Saturn Snug" and "The Mercury Melt" refer to what in the cartoon series "The Jetson' s?"
65 of69
- dances OR dance steps
100 pts What was the color of the dress Meggie Cleary wore to Mary Carson's final birthday party in the novel, "The
Thombirds"? Please be specific.
52 of69
- ashes of roses
20 pts Keith Moon of The Who died of a drug overdose after watching the premiere of what movie?
59 of62
- "The Buddy Holly Story"
60 pts AUDISK #2128 - (Audio Trivia) A TV program and a movie both use this music. Name the TV show and the film for
which the music was originally written.
29of69
- Iron Chef(TV show)
- Backdraft (film)
10 pts What was the name of Tan.an' s chimpanzee?
65 of69
-Cheetah

Hour35

(3:00 AM)

60 pts Who played Mickey Mantle in the 1956, TV production titled, "The Life of Mickey Mantle" ?
I of69
- James Olson
10 pts Who was the leader of Canada' s Conservative Party from 1901-1920? First, middle and last name please.
53 of69
- (Sir) Robert Laird Borden
20 pts According to the print ad, how does astronomer Richard Chandler, eat his Reese's Peanut Butter Cups
28 of69
- in phases
50 pts What is the street address of "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" character Willow Rosenberg?
30 of69
- 6305 Westminster Place
20 pts On what date and year did the Baseball Hall of Fame announce the election of its charter members?
16 of69
- February 2, 1936
100 pts According to the Billboard music charts, seven different recordings of the song, "Tennessee Waltz" made the Pop charts
in 1950. Name all seven artists and the number at which each version peaked on the pop chart.
none
- Patti Page, 1
- Guy Lombardo, 6
- Les Paul & Mary Ford, 8
- Spike Jones, 16
- Jo Stafford, 17
- Anita O'Day, 24
- Fontane Sisters, 29
40 pts AUDISK #2139 - (Audio Trivia) Name the artist on the following clip.
none
- Martin Mull
35 pts Please give us the name of this delicious icon that is credited with having stated the following: "This is a poem I wrote about
my dog Fluffy. Here Goes. 'Little Chihuahua, Sorry I sat on you By mistake that time. Thank You.' "?
45 of69
- Yellow (M&M)
10 pts Why were Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Fischer of Aberdeen, South Dakota in the newspapers in September of 1963?
52 of69
- They became parents of quintuplets

Hour36

(4:00 AM)

75 pts In the fall of 1994, the Gold'n Plump Company announced that its Cold Spring Processing Plant had received what
honor from the Campbell Soup Company?
9 of69
- (Campbell Soup) Select Supplier Award
10 pts Bobby Troupe shook the hand of Randolph Mantooth on what television drama?
43 of69
-"Emergency"
20 pts What repulsive mythological character was the only mortal Gorgon?
60 of69
-Medusa
50 pts Who was the 1937 boys outdoor singles National Junior Tennis champion? First and last name please.
2 of69
- Robert Carrothers
35 pts AUDISK #2396 - (Audio Trivia) Name these three actors and the movie this clip was taken from.
25 of69
- Rosie Perez
-Kevin Klein
-Kenneth Brannagh
- "The Road To El Dorado"
90 pts Who once made the following plea on national television "Hey ... I'd like to make an appeal, I need a pair of tanks for a
Harley Davidson .. . a '71 Electra Glide Police Special ... a pair ofFat Bob tanks . .. "
10 of69
- Dan Aykroyd (on Saturday Night Live)
30 pts Please give us the name of the tuna fishing tournament held in Galilee & Narragansett, Rhode Island each year.
2 of69
- Point Judith Masters Invitational Tuna Tournament
50 pts Please give us the two teams and their respective scores that competed in the finals of the United States National Open
Tournement for polo in 1928.
1 of69
- Meadow Brook 8, U.S. Army 5
IO pts "Hellophobia" is the fear of what?
31 of69
- Greek things

Hour 37

(5:00 AM)

80 pts (Visual Trivia #13) Ok teams, another military insignia. This insignia was unique to the aircraft of two ships. Please
give us the name of these two ships.
32 of69
- (USS) Macon
- (USS) Akron

IO pts What is the actual first and last name of StarTribune gossip colunmist "CJ"?
18 of69
- Cheryl Johnson
20 pts In one episode of"Northern Exposure," we learn all of Maggie's deceased boyfriend's names and how they died. Please give
us their names and general causes of death.
45 of69
- Bruce - victim of a terrible fishing accident
- Dave - fell asleep on a glacier and froze to death
- Glenn - took a wrong turn in his Volvo onto a missle test site
- Harry - potato salad at a picnic
- Rick - hit by a falling satellite
- Steve - struck by lightning while working on an oil rig
55 pts You may recall that just before trivia weekend 2001, the Washington County Sherrifs Department lead a posse to round
up three cows that had escaped from a transport trailer on I-694 in Oakdale, Minnesota. Please tell us the names given
to the elusive cattle.
none
- Bessie
-Charmin
- Pickles
40 pts AUDISK #2144 - (Audio Trivia) Who recorded the following version ofa normally raucous song?
l of69
- (The) Sandpipers
l50pts What was the first act scheduled to perform at the September 4, 1999, "Mind Jam" held at Whitney Park in St. Cloud?
4of69
-Chi Gung
40 pts AUDISK #2399 - (Audio Trivia) What's the name of this song and who is playing the guitar solo?
2 of69
- "No More Lonely Nights"
- David Gilmour
40 pts The Wendy's 2001 High School Heisman Award National Finalists featured two students from the state of Alabama.
Please give us their first and last names and the names of their respective high schools.
43 of69
- Megan May, Handley High School
- Clinton Light, Arab High School
l O pts Where can you find the Islands of Langerhans?
50 of69
- in your pancreas

Hour38

(6:00 AM)

60 pts You board The Tube at the South Ruislip Station with the intent of getting off at the Perivale Station. You then decide
to get off at the only stop between the two. What is the name of the stop you get off The Tube at?
44 of69

10 pts Pepperland was the destination of the Fab Four in what movie?
57 of69
- "Yellow Submarine"
20 pts Please give us the first and last name of the 1991 "Price is Right" contestant whose tube top she was wearing slid down
as she was running to contestants row.
45 of69
- Yolanda Bowsly
35 pts What Scott Baio comedy was announced by Fox for the 1997 season but never aired?
56of69
- "Rewind"
25 pts What is the motto of the "Order of the British Empire"?
57 of69
- "For God and the Empire"
100 pts Please give us the 30-word "Outdoor Life Magazine Conservation Pledge"
25 of69
"I give my pledge as an American to save and faithfully to defend from waste the natural resources ofmy country - its
soil and minerals, its forests, waters and wildlife."
40 pts AUDISK #2143 - (Audio Trivia) What artists recorded this alternative Canadian national anthem?
29 of69
- Arrogant Worms
45 pts In the comic strip "Crankshaft," Pickles the cat once had a lady friend cat. Pam suggested a name for the female cat,
what was it?
5 of69
-Mustard
10 pts In 1968, Hirsche! Thornton of Atlanta, Georgia opened a unique business. In fact, it was the first business ofits kind in
the world. What business did Mr. Thornton open?
27 of69
- Ori ve-in mortuary

Hour39

(7:00 AM)

80 pts In 1973, residents of a Polish city turned on their water taps and got beer instead of water due to a damaged valve in a
brewery that had been diverted into the city's water supply. What is the name of this Polish city? Teams, if and when
you find the answer, spell it if you can't pronounce it.
11 of69
- Bydgoszcz (on air: please spell it also)
125 pts Please give us the first and last name of Princess Kay of the Milky Way who cut the ribbon for the original opening of JC
in St. Cloud's Crossroads Mall?

l of69

- Mary Ann Titrud
( for those of you have been playing a while this is the same person v.ho modeled the dress made of butter labels)

50 pts In the Warner Brothers cartoon "Knights Must Fall," what is the name of the knight that challenges Bugs Bunny to a
jousting match?
25 of69
- Sir Pants-a-lot (of Drop seat Manor)
30 pts (Visual Trivia #8) Mr Potato head debuted in the 1950's but the spud soon got lonely, so Hasbro quickly made him a
family. Mrs. Potato head never got a first name but their two offspring did. Please give us the names of these two potato
head kids.
44 of69
- Spud
-Yam
50 pts "When their house caught fire, Stacey and Tom R. of southern Illinois thought they'd lost everything. But according to
Stacey, the stuff they'd stored in Rubbermaid totes came out A-okay." This print ad features a woman holding what
possession?
40 of69
- wedding dress
100 pts What type of bird did Alexander Dumas, author of "The Three Musketeers," keep as a pet?
19 of69
-vulture
35 pts What was the name of the book by Copernicus that suggested a Sun centered planetary system?
45 of69
- "De Revolutionibus Orbium Caelestium"
40 pts Please name the four actors and their ill-fated shows that appeared on the cover of the 2000 TV Guide Fall Preview
issue.
37 of69
- Geena Davis - "The Geena Davis Show"
- Michael Richards - "The Michael Richards Show"
- John Goodman -"Normal, Ohio"
- Bette Midler -"Bette"
15 pts The Alabama River flows into what body of water?
47 of69
- The Mobile River

Hour40

(8:00 AM)

100 pts In September of 2001 , the London Underground implemented a public awareness campaign aimed at improving the
behavior of those using The Tube. The theme was "Love Is". Give us the eight (8) promotional slogans they used on the
Love Is posters. Be specific.
52 of69
- Considering others when canying luggage
- Letting people off first
• Letting the elderly sit down
- Moving down the carriage
- Not dropping litter
- Not eating smelly food
- Not listening to loud music
- Not putting your feet on the seats
125 pts Since 1905, one Major League Baseball World Series champion's roster has included four former Chicago Cubs. Please
us the
the
and the first and last names of the four
28 of69

-Arizona Diamondbacks (team)
-Miguel Batista
-Mark Grace

• 200 I (year)
- Luis Gonzalez
- Mike Morgan

40 pts AUDISK #2394 - (Audio Trivia) What is the title of this Oscar-winning film?
9of69
- "Creature Comforts"
40 pts In the episode, "What is Cliff Clavin", Alex Trebek tells Cliff he is leaving Jeapordy and moving. Where does Alex
Trebek tell Cliff he is moving to?
11 of 69
- Tibet
20 pts What does EDGE stand for in Gatorade "E.D.G.E. "? (That's E - D - G - E)
55 of69
- Ergonomically Designed Gatorade Experience
200 pts What is the Roy Rogers pledge to parents as found on the package of the Roy Rogers Big Game rifle?
47 of69
- "Dale and I are very proud of every product that bears our name and we use these items for our own children. You pay
no premium for our name.Rather, it is your assurance of authenticity and quality" .

20 pts Wayne Morse, holder of the 5 millionth Garth Brooks concert ticket was awarded what Garth-o-riffic prizes? Be specific.
48 of69

- $5000
- a 1998 Volkswagen Beetle

- a 5 day trip to Cancun, Mexico
• 2 Chevrolet trucks

40 pts Ray Andrews self-published book "On the Trail of Charles Hall" was a collection ofinterviews from those who
remembered Hall during his vaudeville and movie days. What was the name of the convention, based on one of the
movies Hall was in, one could have regularly bought these books at?
15 of69
- Sons of the Desert

IO pts AUDISK #2120 - (Audio Trivia) O.K. Trivia Tube fans -- Name this band.
38of69
- The Tubes

Hour 41

(9:00 AM)

85 pts Please give us the name of the Senior Transportation Manager of Spectator Systems for the Salt Lake Olympic
Committee. First and last name please.
3 of69
- Alan Waxman
80 pts

5 of69

- (59) Bean Curd Family Style

20 pts During the l 970's, the Harlem Globetrotters achieved a new status as cartoon characters for Saturday morning TV.
One of the first series about them featured six of the Globetrotters traveling around the world playing basketball
wherever they went. A dog traveled with them. Please give us the dog's name?
53 of69
- Dribbles
60 pts AUDISK #2104 (Audio Trivia) Name the title ohhis audio adventure and the artists.
6of69
-"The Further Adventures ofNick Danger" (Show)
- Firesign Theatre (artist)
25 pts The mid 1950' s brought out the worst in teenagers, especially in Britain. Teddy Boys, the slang for this group of
problem youths, had three major hobbies. The biggest one was getting noticed. The other two involved whistles and
birds. What was a bird?
55 of69
- female OR girl
J40pts We all know that Jerry Scroggins performs the "Ballad of the Beverly Hillbillies" for the opening of the "Beverly
Hillbillies." What isn't well known however, is that Granny recorded and released a single on the Nashwood Records
label. Please give us the titles of the A side and B side songs and the group that performed back up vocals on the release.
6 of69
- "Granny's Mini Skirt" (A side)
- "Bring on the Show" (B side)
-The Markleys (sang back-up)
30 pts Who was the winner of the 2001 National Jr Duck Stamp Contest?
28 of69
Aremy McCann
(St Joseph, MN)
30 pts Where did KVSC broadcast from in 1988? Please give us the building and floor.
39 of69
- the basement of Centennial Hall

15 pts What year saw the first torch relay in the Olympic games?
52 of69
-1936

Hour 42

(10:00 AM)

60 pts Please tell us the first, middle and last name of the judge who presided over the mail fraud trial of Samuel Pandolfo (Pandoll-foe) in 1919.
31 of69
- Kenesaw Mountian Landis

l O pts Please give us the first and last name of the first movie star Lucy Ricardo saw in Hollywood.
21 of69
-Eve Arden
20 pts What was the name of the laundromat that was once located in Honer Complex along with Randy's Furniture Gallery in
Waite Park, Minnesota?
14 of69
- Park Laundromat
50 pts How is the fish fillet prepared at the North of the Border restaurant in the "Rugrats" episode "Where's Grandpa"?
We need the facts.
20 of69
- deep fried in maple syrup
30 pts Not counting polar bears, what two types of"white bears" cannot be legally hunted in Minnesota?
28 of69
- Albino
- leucistic
150pts Please give us the first and last name of the grand prize winner of the 1997 "Dixie Riddle Cups Contest for Kids" and
the winning question and answer that she submitted.
23 of69
- Anna Triglia
- (her submission) Q : What lies at the bottom of the sea and shakes? A: nervous wreck
40 pts What was the first video ever played on VH-1? We are looking for the title and artist, please. Oops we forgot to mentio~
first and last name.
13 of69
- "The Star Spangled Banner"
- Marvin Gaye
30 pts AUDISK #2121 • (Audio Trivia) Name this big fan of Social Security. Guess what first and last name.
28 of69
- Nipsey Russell
15 pts Charlie, Mortimer and Effie could all be found on what radio show?
58 of69
- "The Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy Show"
OR
- "The Chase and Sanborn Hour"

Hour43

(11:00 AM)

60 pts (Visual Trivia #11) This picture ofan eye is an example of what?
26 of69
• Infinite regression or infinite descent
15 pts What is the name of Jon Arbuckle's brother?
50 of69
-Doc Boy
20 pts AUDISK #2132 · (Audio Trivia) What nation 's national anthem is this?
28 of69
- Belgium
40 pts Alex and Mallory Keaton compete in a high school quiz show aired on WKS. Please tell us the first and middle names
of the opposing team members.
41 of69
-Mary Beth
• Mary Catherine
- Mary Margaret
35 pts AUDISK #2402 - (Audio Trivia) name the show that used this music for its theme?
27 of69
• "Davey and Goliath"
70 pts Back in early 1968, the Estee Lauder Company was working on establishing and introducing their Clinique line of
beauty products. To keep the competition from finding out what they were up to, what cover name did they use
whenever anyone in the company was discussing the soon-to-be Clinique line?
none
• Miss Lauder
35 pts What is the Quangaroo' s first name?
53 of69
• Simon

TO pts What nine flags are flying over The Creative Memories World Headquarters in St. Cloud, MN?
- Australia
• Canada

• Germany
• Minnesota
• Nevada
• New Zealand
-Ohio
- United Kingdom
-United States of America
(missing Japan)
10 pts What is the theme of the Salt Lake City Winter Olympic games?
42 of69
- "Light the Fire Within"

Hour 44

(12:00 PM)

60 pts Name the number seven song for the year 1955 on Billboard' s Country and Western Chart.
10 of 69
- "Live Fast, Love Hard, and Die Young" (by Faron Young)
10 pts 1n which years did the Minnesota Twins win the World Series?
59 of69
-1987

-1991

30 pts (Visual Trivia #1) What are generally recognized as the two types ofEPA-«:rtified wood stoves?
49 of69
catalytic
non-catalytic
40 pts What country singer was suspended by the Grand Ole Opry in December 1973 for criticizing the Nashville Police
department?
48of69
- Skeeter Davis
25 pts What movie and television series featured a pink submarine?
63 of 69
- "Operation: Petticoat"
90 pts A UPI dispatch of April 24, 1970 reported that political candidates in Oregon were allowed to put 12-word slogans
under their names on the ballot. Frank Hatch ran as a Democrat for Congress that year. Please finish his slogan that
started "Anyone who thinks in 12-word slogans .. . "
19 of69
- "should not be on this ballot"
30 pts AUDISK #2122 - (Audio Trivia) What is the next line to the following theme song?
67 of69
- "He' s got radioactive blood"
40 pts What was the name of the nudie bar that Al Bundy frequented?
60 of69
- "Jiggly Room"

15 pts What was the 1978 winner of the Cannes Festival Best Film awards?
50 of69
- "The Tree of Wooden Clogs"

Hour 45

(1:00 PM)

60 pts What was the name of the message board at Metropolitan Stadium Twins games?
22 of69
- "Twins O Gram"

IO pts Who was the first African American musician to appear on the Grand Ole Opry? First and last name, please.
50 of69
- Deford Bailey
20 pts Who was Clerow Wilson better known as?
63 of69
- Flip Wilson

55 pts On February 12, 1738 America got its first taste of paying for a puppet show. Henry Holt was putting it on in his room
in New York City and admission was five shillings. What was the title of the show he put on?
18 of69
- "The Adventures of Harlequin and Scaramouche" OR "The Spaniard Tricked"
25 pts In what publication did "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" first appear?
62 of69
- "The Atlantic Monthly"
180 pts In the year 2000, Edy' s Grand Ice Cream introduced three flavors honoring characters found on Cartoon Network. Name
the three flavors .
34 of69
- Orbit City Swirl
- Scooby Doo Dough
- Scooby Snack
30 pts What rock star was once delayed for several hours on the border between Russia and Poland for possessing Nazi
memorabilia?
47 of69

45 pts In the opening credits of"Johnny Bravo" what is the name of the hair gel that Johnny uses.
2 of69
- Vat O' Hair (Gel)

IO pts What Yuletide drink gets Grandma tipsy in the Christmas song "Grandma got Run over by a Reindeer"?
64 of69
- eggnog

Hour 46
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75 pts (Visual Trivia #12) Please give us the name of the album this controversial bridge appears on and the name of the band
who made the album.
18 of69
- REM (artist)
- "Munnur" (album)

IO pis What word means, "an underground layer of porous rock, sand or other material that allows the movement of water
between layers of nonporous rock or clay?
48 of69
- aquifer
20 pts Please give us the names of the Banana Splits. Guess what? First names will suffice.
64 of69
-Bingo
- Fleagle
- Snorkey
- Drooper
50 pts Please give us the two car parks located on the Victoria Line of The Tube.
52 of69
- Tottenham Hale
- Blackhorse Road
25 pts What type of dog is featured on the check that Manray shows Spongebob & Patrick in the Spongebob Squarepants
episode entitled "Mermaidman and Barnicle Boy III"?
34 of69
- poodle
130 pts In the Spring of 2001 Wal-Mart and Binney Smith collaborated on a line of Crayola color inspired plants. The plants
were named after classic Crayola colors. Please tell us the species of plants offered in this series. Hint: there are 13 .
1 of69
- Ageratum
- Begonia
- Begonia bronze leaf
- celosia
- dianthus
- impatiens
- lobelia

-marigolds
- greenleaf nicotiana
-petunia
- salvia
- vinca
- zinnia

30 pts Name the 1930 film in which two baseball stars become vaudvillians after their success in the World Series.
48 of69
- "They Learned About Women" (MGM, Directed by Jack Conway and Sam Wood)
45 pts AUDISK #2390 - (Audio Trivia) What is the name of this song?
47 of69

- "The Liberty Bell (March)"
15 pts Please give us the first and last name of the Dutch inventor responsible for perfecting the compound microscope?
52 of69
- Zacharias Janssen - (1590)

*On air please warn teams to have tape recorder's ready for next hour as there is a "sorta big" audio coming!

Hour47

(3:00 PM) question 1

460 pts AUDISK # 2720 (Audio Trivia) It is that time of year, wake up the team, the neighbors and what the heck, the
neighbor's dog. This is the big one folks. For 460 trivia points, name all 23 programs associated with the
following TV or radio themes. NOTE TO ON AIR THIS QUESTION WILL BE OPEN THE WHOLE HOUR

1. "Faulty Towers"
2. "Eastenders"
3. "Dr. Who"
4. "The Mysterious Traveler"
5. "Town Hall Tonight"
6. "Easy Aces"
7. "Dukes of Hazzard"
8. "Quantum Leap"
9. "Paper Chase"
10. "Speed Racer"
11. "Hop Harrigan"
12. "It Pays to Be Ignorant"
13. "Pepper Young' s Family"
14. "The Martin Hurt and Bulah Show"
15. "My So Called Life"
16. "Saved by the Bell"
17. "The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis"
18. "Beverly Hillbillies"
19. "Underdog"
20. "Earth and Sky"
21. "Kids in the Hall"
22. "Joanie Loves Chachi"
23. "This Old House"

Hour47

(3:00 PM) questions 2 - 9

15 pts Following his visit to the White House, who was quoted as saying "He wanted to talk about the Colorado-Texas football
game. Unfortunately, I guess, I wasn't really that interested."
42 of69
- Carl Wieman (2001 Nobel Prize winner)
20 pts (Visual Trivia #2) Please tell us the name of the woman directly behind Monica Lewinsky in this photo.
3 of69
- Lisa Gebhart
50 pts In a season four episode of"Roseanne," DJ stops talking to his family for two days. What is the last word he says before
he stopped?
3 of69
- Cheerios

30 pts Please give us the two names of the 1999 White House turkeys and the farm from which they hailed.
15 of69
- Harry & Troy
- Harry Meyer Fann (Kandiohy County MN)
80 pts What slogan was used to promote St. Cloud State University' s annual Mississippi Music Fest in 1990?
4 of69
- "Splash into the 90s"
20 pts Please tell us the membership levels and corresponding dollar amounts available at the Stearns History Museum.
52 of69
- Individual Membership - $25.00
- Family Membership - $40.00
- Family Plus Membership - $50.00
- Discovery Memebership - $125.00
- Heritage Memebrship - $500.00
- Patron Circle Memebrship - $1000.00
40 pts "New York" magazine reported a story in 1973, about an eggplant bearing a startling resemblance to a famous
American. The eggplant was purchased by a Manhattan woman in a midtown supermarket. Who did this infamous
eggplant look like?
47 of69
- Richard Nixon
IO pts Name the class of natural organic molecules that includes animal fats and vegetable oils.
53 of69
-Lipids

Hour 48

(4:00 PM) questions 1 - 6

150 pts (Visual Trivia #8) Well, somewhere in Mr. Potatohead's history someone decided that this spud needed a social life.
Soon he came with a car and boat for those weekend excursions but obviously he needed friends to visit also. Hasbro
was more than obliging, creating two circles of plastic friends. Please give us the list of these pals.
59 of69
- Mr. Soda Pop (Head)
- Mr. Ketchup (Head)
- Mr. Mustard (Head)
- Willie Burger
- Frankie Frank
- Frenchy Fry
- Oscar (the) Orange
- Katie (the) Carrot
- Cookie (the) Cucumber
- Pete (the) Pepper
10 pts What product did Eleanor Roosevelt endorse on TV?
9of69
- Good Luck Margarine
20 pts Last year we asked what MTC drivers were given the chance to apply to drive at the Olympics. As this question is being
asked, four MTC personnel are at the Olympics, transporting spectators to and from Olympic events. Please give us first
and last names of these MTC employees. Sorry no nicknames please.
12 of69
- Chuck Ohnschenk
- Kate Boelter
- Dennis Glover
- Duane Dufner
60 pts AUDISK #2397 - (Audio Trivia) Please give us the first and last name of the actor speaking and what is the name of
this movie?
54 of69
- Billy Crystal in "Running Scared"
20 pts It's common knowledge that Thurgood Marshall was the first African American United States Supreme Court Justice.
What other first did Marshall achieve in 1965?
54 of69
- Named as the first African American Solicitor General of the United States
100

In an episode of"Hey Arnold," Arnold and his friends make several attempts to get in the "Book of World Records."
Please tell us the nine things they tried to do to get in the book and the one thing that finally wins them their coveted spot
in history.
none
- highest pyramid of kids
- longest game of crack the whip
- longest ride on a mechanical pony (Harold and Brainy)
- longest time hula hooping
- most bounces of a ball off head
- most days without taking a bath
- most kids riding on a single bike
- walking backwards
- world's biggest pizza puff
- (Winning attempt) - most attempts to get in the Book of World Records

Hour48

(4:00 PM) questions 7 - 9

30 pts Please give us the first and last names of the identical twin brothers who work as police officers in the state of Maine.
Hint - they do not work in the same municipality.
52 of69
- Roy and Ray Hodsdon
30

Please give us the position current Banker's Systems, Inc. President, Robert White, first held for the company. Be
specific.
9 of69
- advertising sales in Western MN

IO pts What credit card company prints the name CS Frost on its application brochures?
57 of69
- American Express

Hour 49

(5:00 PM) questions 1-6

l00pts The 2001 hallmark ornament "Gouda Reading" feautured a little mouse sitting and a stack of books. The titles of all the
books on the ornament had something to do with cheese. We would like to know the titles of all the books found on the
ornament.
"Tom Swiss"
4of69
"Pride and Provolone"
"Cheese Soup for The Soul"
Chedderella
"Out of Edam"
"Wisconsin Heights"
"The Wizard of Cheese"
"The Muenster of Venice"
"A Tale of Two Cheddars"
"Romano and Juliet"
10 pts In the cartoon series "Freakazoid" what was the name ofFreakazoid's dog?

43 of69
Foamy (the Freak a Dog)
20 pts Please give us the psydonmyns the Brady kids give themselves in the Brady Bunch episode entitled, "Dear Libby".
IS of69

- Kitty Karry All (Cindy)
- Feeling Awful (Bobby)
- Real Frantic (Jan)
- Down in the Mouth (Peter)
- Desperately Worried (Marcia)
- Guilt Complex (Greg)

60 pts Who received the Outstanding Driver of the year award for St. Cloud MTC's paratransit division in 2001 ?
7 of69
- William OR Bill Jannsen
45 pts AUDISK #2393 - (Audio Trivia) Name this movie.
59 of69
- "The Iron Giant"
200 pts In the early 1980s, the Minneapolis Tribune published a list of the "l 0 Best Male Players in Minnesota State Basketball
Tournament History". In any order, name the 10 players on the list and the high schools they attended.
l of69
Bob Zender, Edina Morningside
Dave Tschimperle, Hopkins
Greg Downing, Duluth Central
Tom Nordland, Minneapolis Roosevelt
Mark Olberding, Melrose
Mark Landsberger, Mounds View
Ron Johnson, New Prague
Hal Haskins, Alexandria
Willie Warhol, Minneapolis Edison
John Klarich, Buhl

Hour49

(5:00 PM) questions 7 - 9

35 pts In the comic strip "Zits," the Dad (Walt Duncan) gets fishing lures from his wife as a gift .(Connie Duncan). Please give
us the 3 lures as described by the father. Since these are fictional, no partials will be given.
1 of69
- Bass Buster Ultra Premiere Titanium Elite Bucktail Spinner
- Texas Wobbler with Twin Cousin Ticklers
- Classic Hula Popper with Power Worm Technology
45 pts Who was the Postmaster General during President Lincoln's second administration?
57 of69
- William Dennison
1O pts (Visual Trivia #8) This tuber is brought to newspapers daily by what famous cartoon strip artist?
56 of69
-Jim Davis

Hour50

(6:00 PM)

95 pts What was the first flower to grow in our garden this year?
58 of69

260 pts (Visual Trivia# 9) The Danbury Mint released this line of 24 "pigurines" in 2001 . We would like to know the
names of all 24 Porkchesters.
4of69
Paddy
Priscilla
Porter
Palmer
Gramps
Polly

Paige
Petunia
Pembroke Patrolman
Sally
Peabody
P.J.
Paxton
Granny
P.I.
Petey
Prowler

Pandora
Prudence
Petula
McPiggins
Penelope
Hamilton

20 pts Please give your credit card number and expiration date. Callers are standing by.
55 of69

40 pts If something goes out of whack, how do you get it back in whack?
56 of69

25 pts Give me one good reason why I shouldn't kick your ass.
57 of69

75 pts If Al Neff were a tree what sort of tree would he be?
50 of69

20 pts How tall are you? Express your answer in lightyears.
61 of69

45 pts Why? Please be specific.
62 of69

IO pts What is the answer to life the universe and everything?
59 of69
42
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Thomas A. Davies, 02/09/2002 4:13 PM -0600, Trivia Question

1

Date: Sat, 09 Feb 2002 16:13:16 -0600
From:

"Thomas A. Davies 11 <Tdavies@qwest . net>

Subj ect : Trivia Question
To : info@kvsc.org
X- Accept-Language : en
Del i vered-to : fixup-info@kvsc.org@fixme
or i ginal-recipierit: rfc822;kvsc@stcloudstate.edu
If I didn't have to go t o Saturday evening Mass here in Fargo I think I
would have been a):,le to talk to most of your Trivia participants---and
i t was fun doing 's o. The answer I provided to their question was that
i n 1972-74 we allowed first time traffic offenders to donate blood at
the local blood bank in lieu of traffic fines because it filled a
greater communit~ need. Unfortunately, because of things that happened
in major cities in California and New York, and the fear of contaminated
blood , the Blood -Services National Unit discontinued the program and
woul d not work wi!th the Courts in what was an otherwise very successful
and pr oductive corranunity service option .
Yes , I was elected in 1972
and I' m still the Municipal Judge. Sounds like your radio station
r eally has the yciung people wound up, and that's ·a good thing . Keep up
t he good work. Thomas A. Davies, Judge

Terry Wiegert, oitll/2002 8:42 PM -0600, Trivia 2002
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2002 20:42:01 -0600
From: Terry Wiegert <terryw@dwave.net>
Subject: Trivia 2007
To: satchmo@kvsc.iorg
X-Accept-Languag~: en
X-Final-To: <satcrlmo@kvsc.org>
X-Origina1Arrival1ime: 12 Feb 2002 02:43:52.0914 (UTC) FILETIME=[lB9D9B20:01ClB36F]

i
Hi. I'm the leader jof a trivia team called Vandelay Industries that played your contest last weekend fr om
Stevens Point, WI. : This was our first year in your contest. We've played in the Stevens Point WWSP contest for
many years, but W<flted to give yours a try.
And I must say congratulations and thank you. It was a great contest. The format is excellent. I love the idea of
having more than ~ne question "open" at the same time. Allowing multiple calls to guess also adds to the fun .
These features keep the activity level high and made the weekend "fly by". The people on the air and the
telephone volunteers were all great; very professional yet fun. The whole thing was obviously very well put
together and man~ged. And to be able to participate from another state via "the web" is terrific. Thank your
webmaster for us. It worked great all weekend.
We are very appreciative of all your efforts. You can be proud of a great contest. You represent SCSU well.
Bravo KVSC staff and volunteers and thank you for a great trivia 2002. We'll definitely be back again next year.

Sincerely,
Terry Wiegert
Wausau, WI
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